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DISSERTATION
Structuring interaction inside firms: Formal boundaries and tie formation
Despite wide acceptance that internal networks are important for organizational and individual outcomes,
we know little about how intraorganizational relationships evolve or how a firm’s interaction patterns can
be influenced by managerial action. Organizations, with explicitly designed formal structures and
inherently uncertain and onerous conditions of membership, differ from other contexts, where much
existing research on relationship evolution has been done. I consider these differences and ask: How does
formal structuring influence the pattern of relationships inside firms?
I explore this question in parts. First, I consider the direct effects of formal structuring. I draw on
sociological mechanisms to consider how relationships are influenced by current and past assignment to
formal groups, by the size of those groups, and by the nested or cross-functional nature of the broader
organizational design. Second, I draw from the existing literature and consider how formal structure and
two well established aspects of informal structure – gender homophily and structural embeddedness –
jointly influence relationship formation and maintenance. Third, I consider how changes in formal
structure affect the formation of new ties. I argue that formal influence will, in the case of certain
disruptive structural changes, compete with the influence of the informal organization. I test my
arguments with longitudinal qualitative and quantitative survey and archival data on formal structures and
patterns of informal relationships formed between employees in a 271-person multinational customer
services organization of a financial services provider.
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Lynch, S. 2006. Organizational restructuring: the influence of formal and informal structure on tie
formation. (Job market paper).
This paper considers how changes in formal structure and a key element of informal structure –
the embeddedness of employee relationships – influence tie formation. I argue that changing

formal structure to separate employees or put employees together will increase tie formation rates
because new and past affiliations create more opportunities for interaction and increase
preferences to form ties. At the same time, moving employees may decrease the structural
alignment between the informal networks and the formal position of moved employees. This can
result in conflicting contributions to organizational identity that may reduce the rate of tie
formation when employees are heavily embedded. To test my arguments, I use a two-period panel
of data on employee relationships in the customer services division of a financial services
provider. Results show evidence of competing formal position and informal networks but the
magnitude of these effects suggest misalignments help rather than hinder restructuring
efforts.


Lynch, S. 2006. Formal disaggregation and gender homophily inside firms. Working paper.
Formal structure and a key influence on informal structure – gender homophily – are likely to
jointly influence tie formation inside firms. Irrespective of individual preferences, the division of
labor inside firms is likely to decrease relationship diversity. Because functional expertise tends
to be gender-biased, segregating employees is likely to decrease the structural opportunity to form
relationships with those of the opposite gender. Hence macro-social effects imply that the
combined effect of membership in a common formal group and sharing a common gender is
likely to make tie formation more likely. I test my hypotheses in a study of tie formation in the
customer services organization of a financial services provider.



Lynch, S & Lovas, B. 2005. Reversing the flow of influence: Networks, power and resistance to
organizational change. Working paper.
Social networks can shape management’s ability to implement formal changes and employees’
ability to resist. While an organization may have more power to influence change when working
relationships are more heavily embedded, individual power can reverse the flow of influence in
the network. An individual with power can use the dependency of others to gather support from
surrounding contacts to support resistance to change. Our arguments are supported by analysis of
the effectiveness of formal change upon 600 internal relationships of 59 partners in a global
professional services firm.
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 Supported new CEO in first 100 days at a US telecommunications company to design
and implement changes to streamline the organization
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effectiveness for a US telco
 Developed strategy for a European telco to enter the IT services industry, with a focus
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